
emphasis on charismatic manifestations of the Spirit. Jewish 
monotheism was much more complicated than previously 
thought, and many researchers now find a divine Jesus at the 
earliest layers of Christian discourse. Aslan seems ignorant of 
these developments.

Readers may derive many benefits from Zealot.ThQ book 
does bring Jesus’ world “before the eyes,” as the ancients 
put it. Albeit with many errors, Zealot vividly lays out the 
material and social conditions of; Jesus’ world, along with 
the long tradition of Jewish resistance. Aslan artfully ex- 
plains some of the historical problems presented by the 
Gospels and Acts, even if his judgment is uneven. Surely the 
churches need to take more seriously the political dimen־ 
sions of Jesus’ activity—a point most scholars would sup- 
port, even when not accepting his specific conclusion. But 
this book includes SO much misleading information and 
relies on so many outworn misconceptions that I fear it will 
create more problems than it will solve. ,

plering hterary problem. On the ^ : r a ry ,  though Mark’s 
Greek be a little rough, the Gospel reflects a highly 
rou rcefu l storyteller who employed subtle hterary patterns. 
Aslan rimply doesn’t seem to ^ o w th i^ s ic ir ifo rra tio n .

Aslan also draws upon the played-out mociel that Paul 
“invented” Christianity by turning Jesus from a radicalprophet 
into an object of devotion. He posits a Jewish Csus tradition 
that did without the idea of Jesus’ divinity. According to Aslan, 
Paul’s Hellenized circles set the church on the path to Nicaea 
and ^initarian dogma, a movement that “would have been 
downright bizarre to Jesus’ Jewish followers.”

^he problems here are too many to count. Was not Paul a 
Jewish follower of Jesus? He surely learned about Jesus ■■in 
Jewish circles, as he (sometimes grudgingly) ٠ admits, and he 
took in this teaching within just a couple oryears of Jesus’ 
death. Although Paul rarely cites Jesus’ teachings, his core val- 
ues strongly resonate with the Jesus tradition: fulfilling the law 
through love, service as the basic ethical expression, and an

E S S E N T I A L  B O O K S  O N  
GOD & SUFFERING [THEODICY]
Encountering Evil, a New Edition: Live Options in serene comfort but toward an experience of the divine 
Theodicy, by Stephen T. Davis (Westminster John Knox), “throb of compassion.”
A stellar ensemble of thinkers, including John Hick,
David Ray Griffin and John Cobb Jr., address the prob- Horrendous Evils and the Goodness ٠/  God, by Marilyn
lem of how good and evil can coexist. Each chapter is fol- McCord Adams (Cornell University Press). One of the 
lowed by critical responses from the other contributors chief values of this intellectually demanding book is that 
and then a rejoinder by the author. Sparks fly and issues Adams never flinches. She doesn’t concern herself only 
are sharpened and claritied. with the “easy” cases—the heart attack that gave some-

one a new zest for life or the death that brought a commu- 
Theology and the Problem of Evil, by Kenneth Surin nity closer together. Rather, she tests the goodness of God 
(Wipf and Stock). Surin rejects the customary framing of over against “horrendous evils”—malicious, random, 
theodicy because it in capab ly  assumes a God defined meaningless suffering that offers no wise lessons, promis- 
by f?th- and f8th-century philosophical theism. Chal- es no silver linings, 
lenges to this God can provoke only defenses ofthat same
deity, who is unknown to Christian faith. Instead, argues The Doors of the Sea: Where Was God in the Tsunami? 
Surin, Christians have always walked by the light of “prac- by David Bentley Hart (Eerdmans). Hart has one of the
tical theodicies,” contextualized ways of living and speak- sharpest minds and occasionally one of the tartest
ing that gesture not toward logical explanations for suf- tongues among contemporary theologians. Here he thinks 
fering but toward a living, incarnate God who suffers with poocatively  and constructively about theological ques- 
us and ultimately saves us. tions raised by the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, in which

nearly a quarter of a million people died. Among the 
The Blood ٠/  the Lamb: A Novel, by Peter He Vries many deep currents in this book, his brilliant discussion of 
(University of Chicago Press).This powerful autobiograph- the exchange between Ivan and Alexei in Dostoevsky’s 
ical novel tracks protagonist Don Wanderhope through a The Brothers Karamazov takes one’s breath away, 
series of devastating, Jobian personal losses, most painfully ־ ■
the death of his beloved 11-year-old daughter, Carol, from Selected by Thomas G. Long, who teaches at Emory University’s
leukemia. Through the voice of Wanderhope, De Vries , Candler School o f Theology and is the author ٠/ Preaching from
cries out in anguish, rages at God and moves not toward Memorv to Hope.
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